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Chapter r 

Generall  introduction 

Inn production process environments, many sources of variation have1 an in-
fluencee on the quality of the final product. To comply with product speci-
fications,, the production process has to be monitored and controlled. For 
processs control, reliable analytical, preferably on-line, chemical measurements 
aree needed. A problem arises when the total variation apparent in the mea-
surementss approaches, or even exceeds the allowed variation as specified in the 
productt specifications. Analysis results are used for both process control and 
qualificationn of products. In case of qualification, a product can be accepted, 
downgradedd or rejected based upon analysis results obtained from samples 
takenn from tin1 product. Because of the variation in the analysis results, errors 
inn these decisions are inevitable. Two types of errors can be recognized: 

1.. Acceptance of a product while it does not meet the product, specifica-

tions. . 

2.. Rejection of a product while it meets the product specifications. 

Inn the first case a product that does not meet the requirements is delivered to 
thee customer. The second case results in downgrading or even total rejection 
off  a product that is well suited for the application it is produced for. Both 
errorss cause1 economic damage and should be prevented. To prevent, both false 
rejectionn and false acceptance of the product, the variation in the analysis 
resultss should be small compared to the allowed product variation. If this pre-
requisitee is not met. variation reduction is needed to comply with the demands 
fromm clients. 

Anotherr situation can occur as well. When clients request for products with 
improvedd product specifications, the process needs to be1 optimized in such a 
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wayy that variations in the product arc reduced. To reduce the process variation 
andd thereby improve the product quality, the process needs to be controlled 
moree strictly. This is possible only when the variation in the measurements for 
processs control are reduced. Hence, before optimizing the production process, 
bothh sampling and analysis have to be improved to be able to measure the 
consequencess of adjustments made to the production process. 

Att the Dutch steel company Hoof/orms'1 Staal B\A) research on the topic of* 
variationn reduction in the production, sampling and analysis of steel was initia-
tedd to ensure that concentrations of the element in the final products comply 
withh demands from clients, now and in the future. Others1 * have recognized 
ass well that improvements in the process analytical measurements are needed 
andd that variation reduction is an important issue in the control of the steel 
makingg process. Although current demands give no rise1 to concern, effort has 
too be put in variation reduction in the analysis results because demands wil l 
becomee more and more1 stringent in the future. 

Thee production of steel products such as soda cans and car parts is a complex 
process.. Chapter 2 describes this process in some detail to put the research 
presentedd in this thesis into perspective. The research concentrates on that 
partt of tin1 production process where liquid iron has been transformed into 
steell  and is ready to be cast into moulds to form slabs of steel. 

Onee method of improving the analyses is the development of more accurate1 

andd precise1 methods of analysis. Many ivsevurheTs have sevirchenl for methods 
te>> improve1 process control in sten1] proeluction. SeweTal investigations involved 
the11 use1 of a lase'r as hotb a sampling and an ('xedtation source1. OtheTS fbe-ussed 
the'irr rese'arch on in-situ analyses. In Chapter 'J. an oveTvit'w is prvsemteel of 
stueliess that may give1 me>re insight in possibilities e;f improving prexvss control 
inn steel proeluct iem. 

Currently,, spark e>ptical enhssiem spertre>seopy (spark OES) is still the most 
favourite11 analysis methoel for analysing steed sampler. The1 meHhoel is fast and 
bothh aecuracy and prevision meet the1 required cemelitions. With spark OES. 
solidd steed sample's are1 analysen! anel analysis results for the1 elements C. Mil . P. 
S.. Si. Ah Cu. Sn. Cr. \ i . Mo. Nb. V. B. Ti and Ca are1 reported to the1 process 
cngineeT.. A derailed ele'scriptiem e>f the1 spark OES anel the1 usenl samples is 
pn'semte'ell  in Chapter -1. 

"Thee name' Hoo</ovi:n,s t ranslates to blast-furnaces in English. 

'Hoo()ovrns'Hoo()ovrns Sfn.nl DV merged with British Strtl pic in 199<J forming a new company 

calledd Corns Croup pic. The research described in this thesis was performed before the two 
companiess merged and therefore, only the Dutch steel company is mentioned. 

http://Sfn.nl
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The11 analysis results of the spark OES an1 used to monitor and control the 
chemicall  composition of' the steel bath. As stated before, the customer de-
mandss are expected to become mort1 and more stringent in the future1 and 
therefore,, improvement of the analyst's is needed. Replacing the spark OES 
withh laser based analysis methods is OIK4 solution but these1 methods still need 
too prove1 their applicability. Another method is improving the currently used 
methodss of sampling and analysis. Such improvements can be performed by 
meanss of trial and error but this is not preferable because the model according 
too which the variation is build-up wil l be unknown. A more strategic approach 
inn which possible sources of variation an1 taken into account wil l give a better 
insightt in the structure of the total variation apparent in the final analysis re-
sult.. Chapter 5 presents such a strategic method consisting of six steps, ('ach 
too be performed consecutively. The strategy has been applied to the1 sam-
plingg and analysis procedure1 as used at the1 Hoogovens Staal BY Laboratory 
forfor Process Control. 

Twoo chapters are devoted to the subject of identification and quantification 
off  variation in the production, sampling and analysis of steel. Chapter 6 de-
scribess the setup of the experiments and reports the results for one1 type1 of 
steef'.. To test whether results for OIK1 type1 of steel holds for other types of 
steell  as well. Chapter 7 presents the1 results obtained for three different types 
off  stool. 

Inn Chapter 4. a description is given of the1 calibration methoel used for the 
sparkk optical emission spectrometers (spark OES) at the Hoogovens laborato-
riess for process control. This method has been developed and changed time1 

afterr time1 over the years basenl on now insights and the introduction of bet-
terr instruments. The calculation is a rather complex eombinatiem of different 
procedures.. Although this method has been developed and impnived OV<T the1 

years,, alternative methods may be1 used to improve the accuracy and preci-
sionn of the analytical results. However, before implementation, such methods 
needd to be verified to certify the1 continuation of the steel̂ making process. 
Implementationn of an alternative1 method might result in furtheT elewiatiems 
therebyy influencing the process eemtrol. Experiments presemted in ChapteT 8 
have11 been performed to test whether changes tei the1 current oalibratiem method 
cann reduce the variatkms in the analysis results. The1 oxpeTinie'iits e-emoeriK'el 
simulationss in which alternative methoels te> calculate1 the1 eemoontrations from 
intensitiess we're testeel. Results for the elements carbon (C). manganese1 (Mn) 
andd pheisphorus (P) are1 shown in this last chapter. 

'Steell  ran be1 produced in many different composit ions. Steel with a certain composit ion, 
forr instance composit ion I. is called type I steel in this thesis. 
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